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Functions that Never Agree
A. R. CALDERBANK, P. C. FISHBURN AND J. H. SPENCER*
Consider functions I" . . . .Jk defined on an n-element set I with the property that if x E I then
11(X), .Jk( X) are all dist inct. We shall say that the functions 1" .Jk never agree. Let
p(f" ,ft') be the size of the largest subset I* of I for which 11 (1* ), .Jk(1*) are all disjo int,
and let Pk(n ) = min{ p(f" . . . ,Ik)} where the minimum is taken over all functions II> ... ,Ik that
never agree. We prove that Pk(n) ;;. n] k k, and that in the limit as n -- 00, the ratio Pk(n)/ n __ 1/ kk.
For k = 2 we describe how the function p(f"fi ) can be interpreted as a measure of the bipartiteness
of a graph. When n = 2/2+1we prove that P2( n) = W+1)/2.
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall say that functions j;, . . . Jk: I ~ R never agree if, for any x E I, the values
f,(x), ... Jk(X) are all distinct. We are interested in the maximum cardinality of a subset
1* of I for whichf,(I*), ... Jk(1*) are disjoint. Mekler, Pelletier, and Taylor [1] consider
this question for k = 2 and infinite I, but we shall only consider finite sets I and R Define
p(j;, ... Jk) = max{I1*11 1* ~ I andf,(1*), . . . Jk(1*) are disjoint},
and if III = n, define
Pk(n) = min{p(f" . . . Jk) If,,··.,A: I ~ R never agree}.
In Section 2 we prove the following results.
THEOREM 2. limn ....oo Pk( n )/ n = lje.
To illustrate Theorem 1 when k =2, suppose that every person in an n person electorate
nominates a president and vice-president from a slate of 5 candidates. Then we can find
n/4 nominators whose presidential nominees are collectively different from their vice-
presidential nominees.
In Section 3 we make use of a 1-1 correspondence between directed graphs with no
loops and pairs of functions that never agree. Two functions f1, f2: I ~ R that never agree
determine a directed graph G on the range R where a ~ b is a directed edge in G if and
only if j;(x) = a and fix) = b for some x E 1. Conversely let G 'be a directed graph with
no loops, let I be the edge set of G, and let R be the vertex set of G. If j;,h.: I ~ Rare
given by f1 (a ~ b) = a and f2( a ~ b) = b then f" f 2 never agree. Given a subset 1* of I
for which f,(1*) and f 2(1*) are disjoint, color the vertices in j;(1*) Red and color the
vertices in f2(1*) Blue. Then 11*1 is the number of bicolored edges a ~ b where a is Red
and b is Blue. If X is a two-coloring of the vertex set R of G let a(x, G) be the number
of edges a ~ b where a is colored Red and b is colored Blue. Then
* This work performed while the author was a consultant to Bell Laboratories.
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where the maximum is taken over all two-colorings of the vertices of G. In Section 3 we
prove that if n = 2/ 2 + I then
P2(n) =min{p(JtJ2)} = (12+ 1)/2, (1)
f l .!>
and that the minimum is achieved by a directed complete graph on 21 +1 vertices in
which every vertex has in-degree I and out-degree I. This result is obtained as a corollary
to Theorem 3 which concerns undirected graphs H that have no loops but that may have
multiple edges. Given a two-coloring X of the vertices of H set f3(X, H) equal to the
number of bicolored edges. Define
bip(H) = max{f3(x, H)}.
x
(2)
If H has n edges then bip(H) =n if and only if H is bipartite so bip(H) is a measure
of the bipartiteness of H.
THEOREM 3. If H is an undirected graph with no loops and n =2f+ I edges then
bip(H) ~ 1(1 + 1).
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let j], ... .n:I ~ R be functions that never agree. There are
k lRI ways to partition R into k disjoint sets R], .. . , Ri, We rewrite
as
(3)
by counting in two ways the number of (point, partition) pairs (x, (Rt. . .. , R k)) that
satisfy ft(x) E Rt. ... Jk(X) E Ri, Every summand of (3) is merely klRI-k since we are
dividing the remaining IRI- k members of R into k parts. Hence
and there must be some partition (R h • • • , R k) of R for which
This is the subset 1* of I that we require.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let R(m, k) ={l, 2, ... , mk} and let I(m, k) be the set of
all k tuples of distinct integers taken from R(m, k). Let j; :(j.,j2,'" ,A) ~ ji be the ith
projection map on I(m, k). Then the functions fh '" J k never agree. A subset 1* of
I (m, k) that is maximal subject to f1(1*), ... Jk(1*) being disjoint, corresponds to a
partition (R], ... , Rd of R(m, k) with 1* = R, X R 2 X ••• X Ri , It is well known that the
maximum 11*1 occurs when IR11 =.. .= IRkl = m so that p(Jt. .. . Jd = m".
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Suppose we are given an index set I of size n where II(m -1, k)1 < n "'II(m, k)l. We
can obtain I from I(m, k) by deleting elements. Then, using Theorem 1 for the lower
bound, we have
1 Pk(n) m" mk 1
-,<--,< - < - --.....,........,.....---..,-----,------...,--
e: n ~n II(m-l,k)I-(k_~)(k_(k:I))'''(k_(2k,:l)r
Since m -HX) as n~ 00, limn_co Pk(n)/ n = 1/ kk as required.
3. ON THE BIPARTITENESS OF A GRAPH
Let H be an undirected graph, possibly with multiple edges, but without loops, and
define the bipartiteness bip(H) of H as in (2).
THEOREM 3. bip(H);;;;:: 1(1+I).
REMARK. The complete graph K2I+l has 1(21+1) edges and bip(K2I+l) = 1(1+1) so
this result is best possible. Roughly speaking we may say that of all graphs the complete
graph is the least bipartite.
PROOF. We begin by observing that any graph H satisfies at least one of the following
conditions.
(l) There exists a set A of at most 21+ 1 vertices such that the complement A C is
independent.
(2) There exist 1+ 1 vertex disjoint edges.
For suppose (I) is false and consider a maximal set {Xi, yJ 1... i« T of vertex disjoint
edges. If T < 1+ 1 then 2T < 21+ 1 and so {XI> YI> X2,Y2, .. . , Xr, Yr} is not independent.
Any edge in this set may be added to the collection contradicting the maximality of T.
Now suppose H satisfies (1). Extend A, adding isolated vertices if necessary so that
IAI =21+ 1. Select precisely 1+ 1 points of A at random and color them Red. Color the
remaining points of A Blue and color all points of AC blue. If {x, y} is an edge of H with
x,yeA then {x,y} is bicolored with probability 1(1+ l)/e
'
; I) = (1+1)/(21+1). Now let
{x, y} be an edge of H with X e A, y ~ A. Then {x, y} is bicolored if and only if X is Red
which occurs with probability (1+1)/(21+1). Since A C is independent we have shown
that every edge of H has probability (1+1)/(21+1) of being bicolored. The expected
number of bicolored edges is thus n(1 + 1)/(21 + I) = 1(1 + I) and there must exist a coloring
X for which {3(X, H);;;;:: 1(1+ I). Hence bip(H);;;;:: 1(1 + 1).
Now assume H satisfies (2). Let XI> YI> ... , X" Y, be distinct vertices so that there are
s;;;;:: 1+1 edges {Xi, Yi} (multiple edges are allowed). Color the vertices xl>.'" x,
randomly and independently Red/Blue. Color each vertex Yi the opposite of the corre-
sponding vertex X j • Color the remaining vertices randomly and independently. Any point
has probability 1/2 of being colored Red. Any pair of vertices other than a pair Xi> Y, is
colored independently. Thus n - s edges have probability 1/2 of being bicolored and the
remaining s edges are definitely bicolored. Since s » 1, the expected number of bicolored
edges is (n-s)/2+s=n/2+s/2;;;;::1(1+l) and there must exist a coloring X for which
{3(X, H);;;;:: 1(1+ I). Hence bip(H);;;;:: 1(1 + I).
COROLLARY. Ifn=212+1 then p2(n)=(P+1)/2.
PROOF. To prove pin);;;;:: (12+ 1)/2 let G be any directed graph with n edges. By
Theorem 3 there is a two-coloring with at least P+ 1edges bicolored. Therefore, switching
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Red and Blue if necessary, there is a two-coloring with at least (12 + I) / 2 edges (a, b)
colored (Red, Blue).
To prove pin):s;; (f+ 1)/2 consider any two-coloring X of a directed complete graph
G on 21 +1 vertices in which every vertex has in-degree 1 and out-degree I. If a vertices
are colored Red then 21 +1- a vertices are colored Blue and there are a(21+1-a)
bicolored edges. Let a(x, G) be the number of edges colored (Red, Blue). Then
0= L [(out-degree of 11) - (in-degree of 11)]
Red vertices v
= a (X, G) - (a(2/+ 1- a) - a (X, G»,
so exactly half the bicolored edges are colored (Red, Blue). Hence a(x, G):s;; (I + 0/2
for all two-colorings X, and P2(n) =(f+ /)/2.
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